
SALES MADE SIMPLE
Successful Positioning for Zebra’s Healthcare Touch Computers

A PRACTICAL GUIDE TO SELLING THE TC21-HC/TC26-HC, TC51-HC AND TC52-HC

Zebra’s new ‘ultimate’ series of touch computers is taking the business world by storm. The TC21-HC WiFi  

and TC26-HC WiFi/cellular healthcare mobile computers take their place in Zebra’s healthcare portfolio 

as the ultimate cost-effective healthcare devices — and the first Zebra healthcare device to offer  

a cellular model. Zebra also offers two other healthcare mobile computers: the TC52-HC  

and the TC51-HC. How do you know which model is right for which customer?  

The following pages will answer those questions by providing customer  

profiles for each device, and what features to focus on to  

help close the sale.

TC52-HCTC21-HC/TC26-HC



TC21-HC/TC26-HC TC51-HC TC52-HC

NEW CUSTOMERS: 
NORTH AMERICA ONLY

NEW CUSTOMERS  
REST OF WORLD (ROW) 

ONLY SELL  
TO EXISTING  

TC51-HC CUSTOMERS

UPGRADE YOUR  
EXISTING TC51-HC AND 
MC40-HC CUSTOMERS

NEW CUSTOMERS: 
USING COMPETITIVE  

ENTERPRISE 
DEVICES

NEW CUSTOMERS:  
NOT USING 

MOBILE 
COMPUTERS

Customer profile:
Looking for cost-effective healthcare 
specific mobile devices for non-clinical 
hospital shift workers that:

• Do not carry mobile devices today, 
including patient transport, food 
services, environmental services, 
facilities/materials management, 
engineering and security

• Need only occasional scanning

• Would benefit from mobile voice for 
better collaboration, and mobile data 
for more efficient and accurate task 
execution

Features to highlight include:

• WiFi-only for workers inside the 
hospital walls

• WiFi/cellular for home healthcare 
workers in the field and workers in 
large campus environments that 
routinely travel between buildings,  
out of range of the WiFi network

Customer profile:
Looking for cost-effective healthcare specific mobile 
devices for clinical and non-clinical healthcare workers that 
would benefit from mobile voice for better collaboration, 
and mobile data for more efficient and accurate task 
execution, including:

• Non-clinical workers that need barcode scanning, such 
as patient transport, food and environmental services, 
facilities/materials management, engineering and security

• Clinical healthcare workers in hospitals or out in the field 
that need reliable barcode scanning throughout their shift, 
such as nurses, orderlies, therapists, lab technicians and 
home healthcare workers

• Physicians who need a constant connection to nurses and 
other staff in the hospital

Features to highlight include:

• WiFi-only for workers inside the hospital walls

• WiFi/cellular for workers in large campus environments 
that routinely travel between buildings — or are out in  
the field

• Optional scan engine for workers who scan frequently

Customer profile:
Currently have the 
TC51-HC deployed 
and the feature set is 
meeting all needs

No new use cases that 
require the TC52-HC’s 
advanced features

If your customer has 
a Zebra OneCare 
support contract, and 
LifeGuard provides 
the continued security 
updates required for 
their version  
of Android 

Note that since the 
base list price of the 
TC52-HC is nearly  
the same as the  
TC51-HC, it makes 
sense to migrate 
TC51-HC customers 
to the latest TC52-
HC; Customers can 
upgrade to the latest 
platform and get 
premium features 
without paying  
a premium 

Customer profile:
Needs to migrate to a  
new platform since the 
MC40-HC has reached 
end of sale or currently 
using the TC51-HC, but 
has new business needs 
the TC52-HC can address:

• Faster WiFi

• Faster app performance

• Latest Android OS (10) 
with support through 11*

• One model simplicity 
with control of Google 
Mobile Services (GMS) 
through StageNow 
Restricted Mode

• Higher-resolution front 
facing 5 MP camera for 
better video streaming 
and collaboration

• Improved voice clarity 
with third digital 
microphone

• Better image capture 
with improved flash

• Better Bluetooth 
performance

• Preserve existing TC51-HC 
accessory investment

TC51-HC customer does 
not have a Zebra OneCare 
support contract and OS 
security is an issue

Customer profile:
Customers with 
competitive devices 
nearing end of life

Customers with 
legacy devices that 
need to migrate to 
maintain device/ 
data security

Customer profile:
Customers needing 
real-time processes 
to reduce errors, 
increase efficiency 
and improve the 
quality of care

Key selling points/ 
key competitive differentiators:

• We know Android: committed the longest;  
majority marketshare

• Mobility DNA

• Comprehensive ecosystem of certified  
healthcare software applications

• Easy over-the-air OS updates (LifeGuard OTA)

• Faster WiFi

• Push-to-talk support right out of the box  
(no-cost trial)

• Front-facing camera for video streaming/
collaboration

• Industry-best barcode scanning performance

• One of the most powerful batteries in its class: 
4150 mAH

• Longest battery cycle, fast two hour charging

• Comprehensive, real-time battery metrics 
(PowerPrecision+)

• Platform approach

• Most sanitizable housing design; withstands 
cleaning from the widest selection of  
disinfectants

• The most accessories in its class

Features to highlight (continued): shared features

• Best-in-class disinfectant-ready design with minimal crevices where bacteria can hide

• Indoor/outdoor durability: virtually waterproof and dustproof, built for everyday drops and bumps

• Healthcare red alert button for emergencies 

• Removable batteries for 24x7 power

• Android 10 for better security, device interactions and audio, with built-in support for Android 11*  
for superior future-proofing; we know Android: committed the longest; majority marketshare

• Zebra’s ‘ultimate’ platform, delivering the best of today’s mobile technologies, cost-effectively

• Rich voice functionality via optional PTT inside and outside the four walls and PBX handset capabilities 
(requires purchase of Mobility DNA Enterprise license and Workforce Connect solutions)

• Value add complimentary Mobility DNA Professional tools to improve security, send barcode data to 
existing apps (no coding required), easily stage devices for use, control the features and apps workers 
can access and more

* Support for future Android OS releases past Android 11/R are subject to Qualcomm validation. 

CUSTOMER PROFILES



For cost-conscious customers who need basic features       For customers who need a comprehensive feature set

             ...for the TC21-HC/TC26-HC  
          (Non-clinical use cases: NA/ROW)

             ...for the TC21-HC/TC26-HC  
          (Clinical use cases: ROW only)YES YES

• Do you have non-clinical workers that do not carry a mobile 
device today?

• Do your non-clinical workers spend their time inside a single 
facility (TC21-HC) or in the field and/or traveling between 
buildings in a large campus environment, outside the range of 
your WiFi network (TC26-HC)?

• Would constant access to mobile voice (including push-to-talk), 
text messaging and your applications help improve efficiency 
and task accuracy for these workers — as well as the quality of 
patient care and the patient experience?

• Do these workers only need to scan barcodes occasionally? 
(NA only - scanning via camera) Or do these workers need to 
frequently scan barcodes (ROW - scanner option)?

• How would your operations improve if non-clinical workers could 
take and send high-resolution photos to document task completion?

• Would video calls help these workers to better collaborate to 
improve productivity and task accuracy?

SPECIFIC USE CASE QUESTIONS

• Would you like to improve the efficiency of patient transport 
personnel to minimize patient wait times and ensure the right patient 
is delivered to the right place at the right time, as quickly as possible?

• Would you like to enable your food service workforce to scan the 
barcode on the patient wristband and the food tray to ensure the 
right patient receives the right meal?

• Would you like to improve visibility into completion of tasks in 
environmental services to ensure cleaning and disinfecting of the 
hospital is performed on time to prevent the spread of germs?

• Would you like to provide better visibility into completion of 
rounds by security personnel?

• Would you like to enable faster and more dependably thorough 
and timely inspection, maintenance and repair of facility 
systems?

A ‘yes’ answer to one or more of the following 
questions can help you pinpoint TC21-HC or 
TC26-HC sales opportunities for non-clinical 
workers around the world.

A ‘yes’ answer to one or more of the following 
questions can help you pinpoint TC21-HC 
or TC26-HC sales opportunities for clinical 
workers outside of North America (ROW).

• Do you have clinical healthcare staff that do not carry 
a mobile device today — including nurses, orderlies, 
therapists, lab technicians and home healthcare 
workers?

• Do these workers need to routinely scan barcodes 
throughout their shift?

• Do your clinical workers spend their time inside the 
hospital (TC21-HC), traveling throughout a large campus 
environment to different buildings (TC26-HC) or out in 
the field providing in-home patient care (TC26-HC)? 

• Would constant access to mobile voice (including 
push-to-talk), text messaging and data help improve 
efficiency and task accuracy for these workers — as 
well as the quality of patient care and the patient 
experience?

• Would the quality of care in the hospital or in-home post-
op improve if caregivers could immediately send a high 
resolution photo of a wound or incision site?

• Would video calls help caregivers better collaborate 
to enable faster decisions to improve care quality and 
outcomes, in the hospital or in a patient’s home?

• Do you have pop-up hospitals and clinics today or 
planned in the future? (TC21-HC if WiFi is available, 
TC26-HC if there is no WiFi)

• Scanner: Do you prefer white over red illumination? 
LED to laser illumination? And is a green aimer important 
— instead of red?

    TC51-HC Installed Base Qualifying Questions

Identifying sales opportunities...

Do you foresee new business needs  
in the next two years?

             Consider the TC52-HC

Sell the TC52-HC 

NO

A ‘yes’ answer to one or more of the following 
questions can help you pinpoint which features to 
highlight to upsell to the TC52-HC:

• Is scanning a crucial part of everyday process?

• Do your workers need to run more apps or more graphics/
processing intensive interactive apps? 

• When Google announces the end of security support for your 
current OS version, are you always ready to migrate?  
Or could you use more time to ensure app compatibility — but 
can’t risk being without security updates?

• Are you currently ordering separate AOSP/GMS models?  
Would you prefer the simplicity of ordering a single model with 
the ability to easily control GMS services? 

• Do you want faster WiFi speeds? 

• Does your staff use video streaming to collaborate with 
colleagues? 

• Does your staff take photos (e.g. to document patient condition) 
in challenging lighting? 

• Would you like to boost Bluetooth accessory performance 
and make it easier for workers to manage their Bluetooth 
accessories? 

• How important is voice clarity and audio quality to your 
operations?  

• Would you like to track the location of your staff to improve  
their safety? 

YES

             Sell the TC51-HCYES

Focus on support 
for Android O and 
available security 
updates 4 years 
beyond end of 
sale.

Since the TC52-HC’s 
base list price is nearly 
the same as the TC51-HC, 
customers can upgrade 
to the latest platform 
and premium features — 
without paying a premium.

Is the TC51-HC meeting all your needs today?

Qualifying questions to determine which product is right for each sales opportunity

TC21-HC/TC26-HC Qualifying Questions
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NA and Corporate Headquarters
+1 800 423 0442
inquiry4@zebra.com

Asia-Pacific Headquarters
+65 6858 0722
contact.apac@zebra.com

EMEA Headquarters
zebra.com/locations
contact.emea@zebra.com

Latin America Headquarters
+1 847 955 2283
la.contactme@zebra.com

* Support for future Android OS releases past Android 11/R are subject to Qualcomm validation. 

PORTFOLIO POSITIONING BROCHURE
A PRACTICAL GUIDE TO SELLING THE TC21-HC, TC26-HC, TC51-HC AND TC52-HC

FEATURES AT A GLANCE

TC21-HC/TC26-HC TC51-HC TC52-HC

Cost ◑ $$ ◕ $$$ ◕ $$$

Durability ◑ Enterprise-class durable ● Rugged ● Rugged

Purpose-built Housing ● Disinfectant ready; supports 30+ chemicals ● Disinfectant ready; supports 30+ chemicals ● Disinfectant ready; supports 30+ chemicals

Mobility DNA ◕ Professional (complimentary/base apps); 
Enterprise (optional; full set of available apps) ● Full support ● Full support

OS/LifeGuard ● Android 10; upgradable to Android 11* ◑ Android 8.0 ‘O’ only ● Android 10, upgradable to Android 11*

Battery Features ◑ User replaceable ● User replaceable/ 
warm swap/fast charge ● User replaceable/ 

warm swap/fast charge

Battery Power ◑ 3300 mAh; up to 10 hours ● 4150 mAh; up to 14 hours ● 4150 mAh; up to 14 hours

Battery Management ◑ Limited battery statistics: PowerPrecision ● Full battery statistics: PowerPrecision+ ● Full battery statistics: PowerPrecision+

Display Features ◕ 5 inch HD; gloves/fingertip ● 5 inch HD; gloves/fingertip; Active Edge ● 5 inch HD; gloves/fingertip

Camera ● Front (5 MP) and rear (13 MP) ◑ Front (1.3 MP) and rear (13 MP) ●  Front (5 MP) and rear (13 MP)

Locationing ◕ WiFi and Bluetooth ● Full support ● Full support

Lifecycle ◕ 6 years total: 3 years +3 years after eos ● 8 years total: 4 years +4 years after eos ● 8 years total: 4 years +4 years after eos 

VolP Support ◕ Yes; requires purchase of Mobility DNA 
Enterprise license for high-quality voice ● Yes ● Yes

Service/Support ● Comprehensive ● Comprehensive ● Comprehensive

Platform ● Yes ○ No ● Yes

Wi-Fi Features ◑
Requires purchase of Mobility DNA Enterprise 

to unlock Fusion for enterprise-grade fast 
roaming and VoIP support

● Enterprise-grade; 802.11ac fast roaming; 
2x2 MU-MIMO ● Enterprise-grade; 802.11ac fast roaming;  

2x2 MU-MIMO

Cellular Connectivity ● TC26-HC only: Yes — 4G LTE ○ No ○ No
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